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Executive Summary
Politcal partes’ pre-electon
pledges represent a social
contract between politcal
leaders and the electorate.
Although politcians make
various pledges during the
campaign period, the pledges
that represent the politcal
party are essentally those
documented in party manifestos. The study on politcal
partes’ implementaton of
pre-electon pledges had two
objectves: to examine how
the governing politcal party –
i.e., Jubilee has implemented
pledges through government
programmes; how NASA as
the oppositon coaliton has
held the governing party to
account; and how politcal
partes represented in parlia ment have contributed to
legislatve agenda. Data on
programme implementaton
were mainly from the Kenya
Economic Survey of 2020.
Individual perceptons on
programme implementaton
were drawn from membership of diverse politcal
partes. On the other hand,
data on politcal partes’ legis latve performance were
drawn from bills of the
Natonal
Assembly
and
Senate for three years (2018
– 2020).

The results showed that
based on oﬃcial statstcs,
diverse
peer
reviewed
journals and media reports,
the governing party has to a
fairly large extent fulﬁlled or
is on-course fulﬁlling the
2017 pre-electon pledges.
Some of the most notable
successes were on the expansion of digitalizaton of
government
procurement
and of huduma (service)
centers,
free
maternity
services, free primary and
secondary
schools,
and
electricity connectvity. How ever, notable challenges
were on completon of dam
projects, aﬀordable housing,
and
the
apprentce
programme. Viewed against
individuals’ perceptons, the
results that people generally
downgraded Jubilee government’s performance. Other
ﬁndings show that the NASA
coaliton was downgraded on
holding the governing party
to account. In terms of parliamentary
contributons,
Jubilee Party ranked the highest while Ford-Kenya also had
an appreciable performance
especially in the Natonal
Assembly. In contrast, some
of the big partes like ODM,
WDP-Kenya, ANC did not

demonstrate
signiﬁcant
performance in the assemblies. Further, the Jubilee’s
bills were mainly in the social
and economic sectors, which
is largely in concordance with
its manifesto orientaton.
Similarly, NASA’s bills had a
signiﬁcant leaning on the
politcal sector and therefore
in concordance with its manifesto orientaton.
To that extent the results
showed that the politcal
partes’ implementaton of
the 2017 pre-electon pledges
has mixed results. It is, therefore, imperatve for the polit cal partes to ﬁnd out how to
augment their performance
and how to communicate the
same to the electorate.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background
Politcal partes’ electon
pledges are a social contract
between politcal leaders and
the electorate. Electon
pledges are made on important issues and on the policy
themes partes emphasize
most and are represented or
embedded in the party
electon manifesto. General ly, a party manifesto is a
published declaraton of the
party’s intentons, motves,
or views and usually accepts a
previously published public
opinion or public consensus,
or promotes a new idea with
prescriptve notons for carry ing out desired changes.
More speciﬁcally, an electon
manifesto is the list of promises to citzens issued by a
politcal party and shows the
party ideology and its commitment to the citzens.
Electon manifestos enable
voters to know about the
policies and programmes of
competng partes and so
they form basis for voters
decision making in choosing
one politcal party over
another. The manifesto of the
ruling party communicates
about
its
achievements
during the last tenure; while
the manifestos of the oppositon partes point out the
failures of the government
and mobilise public opinion
against them. Ater the

electons, people can exert
pressure on the governing
party to fulﬁl the pledges
made, and exert pressure on
oppositon partes to hold the
governing party to account
(Brouard et al., 2018;
Mansergh and Thomson,
2007).
Pledges made by partes that
enter the government ater
electons are more likely to
be enacted than those made
by partes that do not
(Mansergh and Thomson,
2007) and in practce there is
a strong positve correlaton
between governing party’s
manifestos and their funding
priorites.
The
positve
correlaton is partly associat ed with the view that elected
oﬃcials’ have the incentve to
commit to at least some
electoral pledges since their
party is going to have to communicate about policy enactment in order to get re-elected in the future (Brouard et
al., 2018).. However, a
governing politcal party
faces impediments inherent
in the party’s internal and
external environments. Internally, the governing politcal
party may be in a situaton
where those who drated the
manifesto are not the ones to
implement it given that some
contestants will lose the

electon. Elected oﬃcials may
also have cognitve limits that
would undermine translaton
of ideals into acton. Further,
the party may experience
reduced budgetary allocaton
(Brouard et al., 2018).
Externally, both governing
and oppositon politcal
partes are exposed to legal
and regulatory changes,
changes in electorate expectatons in response to chang es in society (e.g., the impacts
of COVID-19 pandemic such
as mass unemployment),
changes in global and naton al economy, or the rise of
competng politcal partes.
Kenya is a mult-party state
with at least 68 registered
politcal partes by year 2020.
Constitutionally, Kenya has a
two - tier governance system
comprising of the natonal
government, and 47 devolved
county governments. At the
natonal level, the legislatve
structure is bicameral with a
Natonal Assembly consistng
of 349 members with votng
rights, of whom 290 are elected members from each of the
single-member consttuen cies, 47 are elected women
representatves from each
county, and 12 are special
interest representatves
nominated by politcal partes
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based on the share of seats
won in the single-member
consttuencies. The second
ter of legislature is the
senate with 67 members, of
whom 47 are elected from
countes actng as single
member
consttuencies,
16
The performance
of jubilee
are
women nominated
by
performance
in governpolitcal
partes
based
on
the
ment
programmes
is
share
of seats
won in
proﬁled
according
to the
the
Senate
singlein the
member
10 pledges
2017
consttuencies,
two
(2)
manifesto as follows:are a
man and a woman representing
youths,
another
Pledge
No and
1. To
createtwo
1.3
(2)
are ajobs
man
and year
woman
million
every
and
representng
people governwith
work with county
disabilites.
Both
the
Natonal
ments to establish at least
Assembly
andin Senate
have
one industry
every county.
Speakers who are ex oﬃcio
members
meaning
they
This pledge
was that
assessed
do
not
have
votng
rights.
on the basis of creaton of
Following
the establishment
latest general
jobs but not
electon
in 2017,
politcalin
of at least
onethe
industry
partes
with
fairly
signiﬁcant
every county. The results
representaton
the Naton
showed that in
between
2015
al-2019,
Assembly,
say
over
20%,
the average number
were
onlycreated
two - Jubilee
of jobs
was Party
845.0
(JP)
with
49%
(171
members),
thousand, which ranged
and
Democratc
from aOrange
low of 801.1
thouMovement
(ODM)
sand jobs in
2016with
to a 22%
high
(76
members).
The
represenof 905.1 thousand jobs in
taton
other partes
is low,
2017.ofAgainst
the expected
for
Wipernumbers
Demo1.3 example,
jobs, the
cratc
Party
(WDP)-Kenya
at
translate to achievement
7%,
rateAmani
of Natonal
betweenCongress
62% (ANC)
at
4%,
and
Forum
for
70%, which is above averRestoraton
of
Democracy
age performance. When
(FORD)-Kenya
and asked
Kenya
individuals were
to
African
Natonal
Union
rate JP’s performance on
(KANU)
at 3%
each.
In
the pledge,
an overwhelmSenate,
the
representaton
ing 92% gave a verdict of
was
largest
Jubileeshows
(51%,a
failure.
Thisinresult
34
members) and
ODM (30%,
discordant
between
the
20
members)
while
of
oﬃcial data based that
perforthe
next partes
low, for
mance
andwas individual
example,
WDM-Kenya,
assessment of the ANC

and KANU at 4% (3 members)
each. In the 2017 electon, JP,
and KANU partcipated as
single partes while ODM,
WDP-Kenya, Ford-Kenya and
ANC were in the NASA coaliton.
1.2 The Context and
Rationale
CMD-Kenya set out to
assess how politcal
partes in Kenya have
implemented their 2017
pre-electon pledges.
CMD-Kenya is a politcal
partes-based membership
organizaton whose man date is to enhance mult party democracy and
strengthen the insttuton al capacity of politcal
partes in Kenya through
policy inﬂuence and
capacity building. The
organizaton provides a
platorm for politcal
partes, politcal actors
and policy makers to
engage in dialogue and
cooperate in strengthening multparty democracy.

inform and shape public
discourses around politcal
accountability; to awaken
interest and to persuade
people of the importance
of issue-based politcs,
promote responsive polit cal partes as public
insttutons
at
both
natonal and county levels;
support inclusive politcs
based on transparent and
predictable
mechanisms
that include and engage
individual
or
social
groupings wholly excluded
from politcal life. The
ﬁndings of the study will
also inform CMD-Kenya’s
engagement with politcal
partes at the Natonal and
County levels in a bid to
strengthen their linkages
with the electorates as
well as enhance their
insttutonal capacites.
1.3 Study objectves

The broad objectve of the
study was to assess the
politcal
partes’
implementaton
of
The assessment is part of pre-electon pledges. The
CMD-Kenya’s
project speciﬁc objectves were
called ‘broadening partci - twofold:
paton
in
democratc
governance
in
Kenya’ 1.To determine how the
whose aim is to strengthen governing politcal party has
pre-electon
the role of politcal partes implemented
in Kenya in advancing dem- pledges through government
ocratc, accountable and programmes;
transparent governance in 2.To determine how politcal
a partcipatory and inclu - partes
represented
in
sive manner. The ﬁndings parliament have contributed
of the study will be used to to legislaton.
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2.0 Methodology
A review of JP’s 2017 manifesto ttled ‘Contnuing
Kenya’s
Transformaton
Together’ showed that the
party had 10 distnctvely
itemized pledges, which
became the basis for
programme performance
assessment. A review of
NASA’s 2017 manifesto
ttled ‘A Strong Naton’
showed that, though not
itemized, the party documents several pledges that
formed the basis for its
assessment with regard to
holding the governing
party to account. None of
the other politcal partes
represented in parliament
(e.g., KANU, PDR, FAP) had
manifestos available to the
evaluaton team.
JP’s
performance
on
programmes was examined
mainly
through
secondary data whose
sources were government
published reports, peer-reviewed journal artcles and
mass media reports. The
Kenya Economic Survey of
2020 was the main government published report
utlized. JP’s performance
on programmes was also
measured through citzen’s
views captured through
questons which required
the respondent to rate

performance within three
responses
namely,
“achieved”, “on-course”,
or “failed’. Similar questons were utlized to
gauge NASA’s performance
in holding the government
to account.
Data on politcal partes’
legislatve
performance
were drawn from bills of
the Natonal Assembly and
Senate for three years
(2018 – 2020), and as published by the Natonal
Council for Law reportng
(2020). The partes’ parlia mentary performance was
assessed by comparing
their strength in parliament against the percentage of bills they sponsored. For instance, given
JP’s
parliamentary
strength of 49% and 51% in
Natonal Assembly and
Senate
respectvely,the
party would be expected
to sponsor bills of equal
proportons or higher in
order to be considered to
have performed averagely
or beter. Once the ﬁnd ings of the study had been
established, they were
subjected to a validaton
workshop whose partci pants were drawn from
CMD-Kenya member polit cal partes, and from civil

society organizatons with
interest on politcal partes
in Kenya.
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3.0 Results
3.1 Jubilee Performance on
Programmes
The performance of jubilee
performance in government
programmes
is
proﬁled according to the
10 pledges in the 2017
manifesto as follows:
Pledge No 1. To create 1.3
million jobs every year and
work with county governments to establish at least
one industry in every county.
This pledge was assessed
on the basis of creaton of
jobs but not establishment
of at least one industry in
every county. The results
showed that between 2015
-2019, the average number
of jobs created was 845.0
thousand, which ranged
from a low of 801.1 thousand jobs in 2016 to a high
of 905.1 thousand jobs in
2017. Against the expected
1.3 jobs, the numbers
translate to achievement
rate of between 62% 70%, which is above average performance. When
individuals were asked to
rate JP’s performance on
the pledge, an overwhelming 92% gave a verdict of
failure. This result shows a
discordant between the
oﬃcial data based performance
and
individual
assessment of the

performance whereby the
later gives a low ratng.
The discordant means
that, among other things,
the public is not much
aware of the JP government’s
performance,
which calls for innovaton
on the part of the party to
communicate its performance to the public.

Pledge No.3. To double the
number of vulnerable citzens
supported through the cash
transfer programme (Inua
Jamii) from 700,000 to
1,400,000. This will include all
citzens above the age of 70;
in additon, all citzens above
the age of 70 will obtain
health
insurance
cover
through the NHIF.

Pledge No. 2. To establish a
government
sponsored
apprentceship programme
of up to 12 months for all
University and Technical and
Vocatonal Educaton and
Training (TVET) graduates.

An analysis of three cash
transfer programmes –
orphans and vulnerable
children
(OVC),
older
persons and people with
disability (PWD) showed a
reducton of beneﬁciaries
between 2018 and 2019
but also increased funding.
The OVC beneﬁciaries
(households) reduced by
13.3% (from 340,416 in
2018 to 295,307 in 2019);
older persons beneﬁciaries
reduced by 4.1% (from
797,411 in 2018 to 764,644
in 2019), and PWD beneﬁciaries
(caregivers)
reduced by 204% (from
42,851 in 2018 to 34,094 in
2019). As such, the total
number of beneﬁciaries
was 1.1 million, which is
deviaton of 21% (n=305,
955). The reducton in
number of beneﬁciaries
has been atributed to
‘natural’ atriton

The pledge was assessed
on establishment of the
apprentceship programme
with the results showing that
in 2017 – the year with the
latest available data, only
6,311 out of estmated
50,000 University graduates
apprentces/interns had been
admited to various work
places. This translates an
achievement rate of only
12%. The survey data indicated that only 2% gave a verdict
of achievement while nearly
half (exact 45%) gave a
verdict of failure.
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(mortality), and to migraton of payment to the
beneﬁciaries from card
based payment system to
bank
account
based
system which resulted in
some beneﬁciaries having
challenges in opening the
accounts.
Among the respondents studied, only 8% gave a verdict of
achievement, while 63% felt
the government was on
course and 29% felt it had
failed on this pledge.
Pledge No.4. To expand the
free
primary
school
programme to include free
day public secondary schools
in Kenya.
This pledge was supported
because enrolment in
secondary schools grew by
10.8% to 3.3 million and
number of public secondary
school
teachers
increased by 6.0% to
105,234 in 2019. However,
it was partly negated
because the numbers of
primary and secondary
schools decreased in 2019
compared to 2018. In a
related
note,
results
showed that number of
TVET schools increased in
2019 by 10.3% to 2,191;
and enrolment of TVET
trainees
increased
by
19.7% to 430,598. Among
those who partcipated in
the survey, 19% gave a
verdict of achievement on
expansion of primary and

secondary schools, while Pledge No.6. To expand free
nearly half (exact 46%) maternity care to include
government funded NHIF
gave a failure verdict.
cover for every expectant
Pledge No. 5. To facilitate mother for one year.
mass housing producton of
at least 500,000 aﬀordable At the tme of study, there
homes in 5 years across the were available no oﬃcial data
country by working in of beneﬁciaries. However, a
partnership with ﬁnancial 2019 peer –reviewed journal
insttutons, private develop - artcle by Evaline Lang’at and
ers, manufacturers of build- others ttled “Eﬀects of
ing materials and coopera- implementng free maternity
tves to deliver homes faster service policy in Kenya: an
and reduce the cost of interrupted tme series analy constructon by at least 50%. sis” revealed that antenatal
care visits increased by 89%;
The target of facilitatng health facility deliveries
producton of at least increased by 97%; live births
500,000 aﬀordable homes increased by 98%; and emerobstetric
care
in 5 years across translates gency
to 100,000 homes per increased by 27% at level 5,4,
year. Oﬃcial statstcs and 3 hospitals. This success
showed dismal perfor- was equally reﬂected in the
mance because in 2018 survey with an achievement
and 2019 the numbers of ratng of 29% and a failure
completed public residental ratng of 31%
buildings were 430 and 530
units respectvely. The stats - Pledge No.7. To ensure every
tcs further showed that in citzen is connected to
and
aﬀordable
2019, more than 5,000 units reliable
were under constructon of electricity (on or oﬀ-grid) by
which 4,700 were com- 2020.
menced in 2019. The dismal
performance – especially on In the pledge to ensure every
completon – can be atribut - citzen is connected to
and
aﬀordable
ed to the failure of the reliable
government proposed hous- electricity (on or oﬀ-grid) by
ing fund; while the subse- 2020, the access rate was
quent success can be atribut - 75% in 2018 nearly 85% in
ed to approval of funding 2019 as shown in a study by
from World Bank and AfDB. Insttute
of
Economic
The achievement ratng was Aﬀairs of 2020. The survey
by only 3%, while failure data showed very few gave
ratng was by 50%.
a verdict of achievement
(5%) but a large 68% felt
the
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government
course.

was

on Pledge No.9. To complete the
57-large-scale dam constructon programme, support
Pledge No.8. To expand food small-holder
agricultural
and agricultural producton, irrigaton and work with the
double the fertlizer subsidy private sector to enhance
initatve, reducing the cost to food and agricultural producfarmers to less than Ksh1, ton on at least 1.2 million
500. Expand the programme acres.
to include all crops with a
resultant increase in produc- There were no oﬃcial data
ton and support the expan - available to show the complesion and capacity of local ton of the projects, but
fertlizer manufacture.
media reports show the
constructon of the Ksh.700
This is a much compounded billion worth mega dams is
pledge; hence it required currently in the pipeline. In
multple measurements. For Kenyan media reports, this
the period under study, there pledge raises substantal
were no available data on concern due to the much
agricultural producton level publicised stalling of Kimwarand on food producton. The er and Arror dams amid
latest available agricultural claims of irregularites. The
producton index was for Ksh. 14.5 billion Galana Kulalu
2014 and the food producton irrigated maize farming
index was for 2016. With project is equally widely
respect to fertlizer subsidy reported to have stalled amid
programme and cost, there corrupton allegatons. By
wasn’t also data to report on. March 2020 a media report
However, according to media indicated that out of the
reports the Eldoret fertlizer targeted one (1) million acres
blending factory is operaton - for cultvaton, only 5,000
al while the Nakuru manufac- acres had been realized
turing factory is set to be translatng to a success rate
operatonal by end of 2020. A of a paltry 0.5%. It was also
few studies on the eﬀectve - reported that by March 2020,
ness of fertlizer policy 85% of the project had been
reforms to enhance food completed and plans were
security in Kenya (e.g. Bou- underway to revive the
langer et al. 2020) have not project. The spectacular
found positve impacts of the challenge on this pledge was
subsidy programme. The concurred with survey data
survey data showed an whereby only 3% felt the
achievement ratng of 11%, government had achieved
while failure ratng was by a while nearly 70% (exact 68%)
large 60%
felt it had failed.

Pledge No.10. To make
government more transparent and accountable through
the digitsaton of all govern ment procurement; expand
and deliver e-government
services through the growing
network of Huduma Centres.
The pledge was digitze all
government procurement;
expand and deliver e-government services through the
growing network of Huduma
Centres. The Huduma centres
programme was established
in 2013 and a government
report indicated that the
centres would have been
established in all 47 countes
by end 2020. The program’s
success is indicated by receiving the United Natons’ Public
Service Award on Improving
Delivery of Public Services.
Diverse media reports also
recognize
that
the
programme has transformed
service delivery for example
by reducing costs, delays and
oﬃcial
corrupton.
This
success was echoed by survey
data which showed an
achievement ratng of 24%,
an on-course ratng of 68%
and a failure ratng of only
8%.
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3.2 NASA’s performance on to the NASA counterparts. In
2018, out the 21 Natonal
holding Jubilee to Account
Assembly bills only JP and
In a multparty democracy, it Ford-Kenya were representis expected that the non-gov- ed whereby JP had 20 (95%)
erning politcal partes should bills and Ford-Kenya (1) (5%)
play the role of holding the (Figure 1). Placed against the
parliamentary
governing party to account. partes’
An assessment of NASA’s strength, the results indicate
manifesto shows that the JP’s enhanced performance
coaliton made pledges that by a margin of 48% points
appear to address perceived while Ford Kenya enhanced
Jubilee
government’s its performance by a margin
failures. The survey data of 2% points. Conversely, the
showed minimal support that partes without any bill spon the NASA coaliton was fulﬁll - sored underperformed (coming its pledges. For example, pared to their parliamentary
only 3% felt that NASA had strength); thus, ODM (minus
achieved
in
combatng 22% points), WDK-Kenya
corrupton, only 8% felt it had (minus 7% points), ANC
achieved
in
promotng (minus 4% points) and KANU
democracy, human rights and (minus 3% points).
rule of law. The highest
ranked pledges were to Figure 1: Polit cal Part es’ Nat onal Assembly Bills in 2018.
promote good governance
FORD
KENYA
and to empower Kenyan
people and communites
5%
through devoluton each of
which was given an achievement ratng by 14%.
3.3 Politcal Partes’ Parlia mentary Performance
3.3.1 Number of Bills in Natonal
Assembly

Data for three years (2018
-2020) showed much higher
contributon by JP compared

JUBILEE
95%
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The year 2019 is when the
most of bills (61) were transacted, and involved the
partcipaton of eight (8)
politcal partes and one Inde pendent member. Of the 61
bills, JP had the most (72%,
n=44), followed way behind
by ODM (10%, n=6) and
Ford-Kenya (8%, n= 5) while
each of the remainder
(KANU, ANC, KNC, FAP AND
WDK-Kenya, and the Independent member) had 1.6%
(n=1).

Comparing
the
partes’
performance and their representaton in the NA, the
results
show
enhanced
margin for JP (+23%),
Ford-Kenya (+2 %) and KNC,
FAP and the Independent
member (+ 1%); and reduced
margin for ODM (minus 12%),
WDP-Kenya (minus 5%), ANC
(minus 2) and KANU (minus
1%).

Figure 2: Percentage of Political Parties’ National Assembly Bills in 2019
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The results show that in
2020, the NA transacted 24
bills of which 92% were
from JP, ODM and KANU
had one (4%) bill each. The
results show enhanced
margins for JP (+ 43%) and
KANU (+1%) and reduced
margins for ODM (minus
18%), WDK-Kenya (minus
7%) ANC (minus 4%), and
FORD Kenya (minus 3%).
3.3.2 Number of Bills in
Senate
In senate in 2018, there
were 35 bills transacted, of
which JP had the most bills
(54%), followed by ODM
(26%),
KANU
(14%),
WDP-Kenya (3%) and PDR
(3%). By comparing with
the partes’ membership in
Senate, the results show
that the best performance
was with KANU with an
increase of 10 percentage
points and JP (+3) and PDR
(+1) while ODM had a
decline of 4 points and
WDP-Kenya a decline of
one (point).
The results show that in
2019, Senate transacted 19
bills, of which Jubilee had
the most (68%, n=13) compared to ODM (21%, n=4),
WDP-Kenya (5%, n =1) and
an Independent member
(n=1) while the rest of the
Senate partes (i.e., KANU,
ANC, FORD Kenya, PDR)
had no bills. Compared to
partes’ representaton in
Senate, the results show

above average performance
for Jubilee (+15 percentage
points), average performance for WDP-Kenya and
the Independent member
(+1 percentage point each),
below average performance
for both ODM (minus 9
percentage points) as well
as KANU, ANC, FORD Kenya
and PDR).
The results show that in
part of 2020, Senate transacted 14 bills, of which Jubilee had the most (72%,
n=10) compared to ODM
(21%, n=3) and WDP-Kenya
(7%, n =1). Compared to
partes’ representaton in
Senate, the results show
above average performance
for Jubilee (+ 18 percentage
points), and WDP-Kenya (+3
percentage points) and
below average for ODM
(minus 9 percentage points)
KANU, ANC, FORD Kenya,
PDR and the Independent
member.
3.3.3 Content of Bills
The content of politcal
partes’ bills is important
because it shows the focus
of the party which can be
used to assess concordance
between a party’s bills
against its pledges. Further,
examinaton of the content
of bills is important in
assessing whether bills
reﬂect a party’s policy
orientaton or represent
individual member’s idiosyncratc preferences.

In assessing the concordance between the bills and
pledges, the study grouped
bills into categories of the
politcal, economic and
social. The deﬁniton of the
politcal, economic and
social indicators of the bills
was based on their descriptons in Kenya’s vision 2030.
The politcal pillar consists
of two dimensions: governance and rule of law; the
economic
pillar
also
consists of two dimensions:
ﬁnance
(macro/economic
policies) and industry (e.g.,
coﬀee, tea, tourism etc);
and the social pillar comprises of health, educaton
and social rights.
3.3.3.1 Content of Natonal
Assembly Bills
Based on the above in 2018,
of the 20 JP’s bills, 70%
were on the economic
sector of which most bills
(65%) were on ﬁnancial
management, while one bill
(nuclear regulatory bill) was
on industry. JP’s focus on
the politcal and social
pillars was at lower levels of
20% and 10% respectvely.
Ford Kenya’s only bill was
on consttuton amendment.
In 2019, JP’s focus was also
largely on the economic
pillar (54%), of which the
main focus was on ﬁnancial
aspects (45%) compared to
industry (9%) issues. The
focus on the politcal and
social pillars was a comparable 34% and 32%
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% respectvely, which
because they are about
one-third each shows
appreciable inclusion of
these pillars as well. In
2020, JP’s bills stll large ly focused on the economy (50%) compared to
the politcal (27%) and
social Sectors (23%). The
above ﬁndings demonstrate that JP’s parliamentary

contributon was mainly
on the economic sector,
and partcularly on the
macroeconomic policies.
Thus to some signiﬁcant
extent there is consistence between JP’s bills
and pledges. However, it
has to be underscored
that JP’s main focus in
the pledges was on the
social sectors.

Table 1: Political Parties National Assembly Bills by Sector Year 2018
(Figures in parentheses are percentages)
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Table 2: Political Parties Sponsoring National Assembly Bills Year 2019
(Figures in parentheses are percentages)
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Table 3: Political Parties National Assembly Bills Year 2020
(Figures in parentheses are percentages)

The economic sector was also
the main focus of ODM and
FORD-Kenya, and the only
focus of KANU, FAP and
WDK-Kenya. Among ODM
bills, the public service values
and principles resonates
much with the idea of naton al building that is dominant in
its manifesto. Among ODM’s
bill was the Millie Odhiambo’s assisted reproductve
technology bill which as she
atested in public media , was
inspired by her personal
experience reinforcing the
view that party members may
pursue goals that are not
necessarily in party’s electoral pledges.
Among the FORD-Kenya bills
was the Wafula Wamunyinyi’s sugar bill, which given
the party’s western Kenya
base being a sugar belt,
shows a response to

In 2019 JP’s main focus was
on the social pillar at 35%
whereby social rights had
more bills (n=3) than health
(n=2) and educaton (n=0).
The second dominant pillar
was politcal (29%) of which
all the bills were on governance and none for rule of
law. In ODM, the main focus
was in the economic pillar
3.3.3.1 Content of Senate with 3 out of 4 bills, while
Bills
WDP-Kenya s only bill was the
politcal sector’s governance
In 2018, JP’s main focus in
segment.
Senate was fairly comparable
across the politcal (37%), In 2020, JP’s main focus was
economic (31%), and social on the economic sector (60%)
(29%) sectors. In ODM, great- followed by the social (30%)
er focus was on the politcal and politcal sectors (10%). In
sector (56%) compared to ODM, the three bills were
economic (33%) and social equally distributed – one
sectors (11%). KANU’s focus each – in the politcal,
was fairly equally distributed economic and social pillars,
across the politcal (n=3) and while WDP-Kenya’s only bill
economic pillars (n=2) but no was the economic pillar,
notceable focus on the social while WDP-Kenya one bill
pillar.
was on the economic pillar.
electorate expectatons.
Similarly, the Independent
member – Mohamed Ali
Mohamed - sponsored a bill
on narcoc drugs and psycho actvesubstances control
(amendment), which is a
well-documented problem at
the coastal region which the
member represents.
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Table 4: Political Parties’ Senate Bills by Political, Economic and Social Pillars Year 2018
(Figures in parentheses are percentages)

Table 2: Political Parties’ Senate Bills by Political, Economic and Social Pillars Year 2019
(Figures in parentheses are percentages)

Table 3: Political Parties’ Senate Bills by Political, Economic and Social Pillars Year 2020
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4.0 Conclusion
and Recommendations
The conclusion of the study
was that Jubilee party has
done fairly well in implementaton of it’s pre-electon
pledges both in programs and
in legislaton. However, there
is a fairly large disconnect
between on one hand, oﬃcial
data and media reports’
relatvely high indicaton of
success and individuals’
generally low ratng level of
successes. Inasmuch the
non-governing
politcal
partes have parliament as a
platorm to push their agenda
through legislaton, it is
apparent that the partes
have
generally
under
performed.
The following recommendatons are made:
FOR JUBILEE AS THE GOVERNING PARTY
Ensure the public is aware of
the progress on implementaton

of pledges to avoid negatve
valuaton even when good
progress has been achieved.
FOR NON-GOVERNING POLITICAL PARTIES
Ensure that the public is
aware of how they are holding the government to
account.
FOR ALL POLITICAL PARTIES
Ensure that members are
given each party’s agenda in
parliament and there is monitoring of their performance.
Ensure that their pre-electon
pledges are clearly deﬁned
and programmed so that they
can be easily monitored and
evaluated. That means there
should be clear deﬁniton the
expected short and medium
term results (i.e., outputs and
outcomes) and the tmelines
for achievement of those
results.

Ensure that politcal partes
create adequate ownership
of the manifestos such that
members internalize the
pledges. Partes should also
mitgate against the situaton
where people that develop
manifesto are not involved in
their implementaton or
monitoring.
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